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ABSTRACT
In depth analysis of safety performancesof Oil & Gas Industry in general, behavioural factors found to be the major
contributor of Lost-Time Incidents. Of late petroleum sector on the whole saw a surge of Behaviour-Based Safety (BBS)
activities with the aim of at least reducing the number of preventable occurrences. Thus a training –cum field
observation module was prepared and a customized behavioural observation checklist devised based on a 10- Point
Safety Rules. Field observations and feedbacks both on safe and at-Risk Behaviours showed a noticeable improvement in
the way BBS concept has been implemented. At-Risk Behaviours observed includeCritical Safety Bypass Authorization,
Permit-To-Work system, Management of Change (MOC), usage of PPEs etc. Hence, the factors that may trigger At-Risk
behaviours and the factors that may come on the way (barriers) of the safe behaviour, have been broadly highlighted for
management action purposes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Most of the Oil & Gas plants in India have come a long way in safety implementation. Significant
improvement has been achieved over the past few years essentially due to strong management commitment
and top driven thrust on safety performance.Fig.1 shows non-adherence to standard Operating Procedures
(SOP) is the prime cause of major and fatal accidents. This underlines the behavioural factors that are
impeding the process of strict implementation of SOPs in every critical operation. In fact, Studies suggest that
90% of all disabling accidents are the result of employee behaviours.

Fig.1   Causes of Fatal and major Accidents in Oil & Gas Industry
However, it is necessary to move a long way from the earlier stages of providing engineering solutions,
redesigning and machine guarding, to the present risk based management system approach and continuous
improvement. It is thus prudent that the organisation should adopt Behaviour-Based Safety (BBS) as a tool to
develop a safety culture in its operations.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
There are a few theoretical work on BBS implementation methodologies [1, 2, 3,] which talk about proactive
approaches to BBS in industries, particularly the construction sector [2, 3,].  Cooper M.D’s paper [4] offers to
provide both a theoretical and practical framework of BBS to measure and analyse safety culture in the
organization taking into consideration ABC models, i.e. antecedents, behaviour(s) and consequence(s).
Another study that outlines the BBS framework and applies the current approach of behaviour based safety in
a research/educational setting was presented by Al-Hemoud and Al-Asfoor [5]. The effects of organisational
climate on safety climate and safety performance was studied by Griffin and Hart [6]  and outlines ‘
motivation ‘ and safety knowledge are some of the factors that influence individual behaviour.The analysis of
the contributory factors to unsafe work behaviour that influence safety behaviours of individuals at
workplaces has been presented by Dong-Chul, S [7] and indicated that perceived safety climate was the best
predictor of unsafe work behaviour among the contributing factors of safety behaviour. Further, the linkages
between behavioural awareness of the individual worker with BBS intervention technique was provided by
Geller, E. S in his paper [8].

3. METHODOLOGY
2.1 BBS PROCESS
The BBS process (Fig.2) applied starts with the training of designated observers in all the units of the
organisation with a view to not only carry out periodic observations, but also be the ‘change agents’ in their
respective work area. A set of critical behaviours then is identified through a walk through survey and from
various inspection/audit and incident investigation findings. With the list of critical behaviours, observers go
round the unit to identify both the safe as well as at-risk behaviours and records the findings every month. The
observations are entered in the software system and analysed statistically. The findings are discussed in the
monthly meeting with focus on not only encouraging safe behaviours observed but removing of barriers
impeding the safe behaviour also.

Fig. 2. The Customized BBS Process

2.2 BBS OBSERVATION AT FIELD
BBS observers from the Institute visited various oil & gas installations and carried out BBS observation while
hazardous activities/ tasks were being performed with the help of a customised checklistprepared beforehand
based on the 10 Safety Rules.% safe Behaviour and the Appreciative and Constructive Feedbacks were
provided to the persons observed for safe and at-risk behaviours respectively.
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2.2.1 OBSERVATION METHODOLOGY
The team visited the Plant and gave a detailed sensitization on the elements of Behaviour-Based Safety (BBS)
observation program, which was attended by most of the senior officers and other employees of the plant and
excellent feedback received. The team then visited various units of the plant including Control Room, stores,
warehouses and chemical dosing area and observed different activities while being performed. A customised
checklist, prepared beforehand based on the 10 Safety Rules was used where in behavioural issues are
observed to see the level of adherence to these basic safety rules.  Both Safe behaviours and At-Risk (unsafe)
Behaviours were observed in respect to each elements of these safety rules and findings recorded. 100% safe
observations recorded when all the people observed found adhering to the rule and if less than 100%  is scored
in any observed issue, then it is because of certain  observations of  ‘At-Risk behaviours’ and intervention was
made by way of “what is called ‘Constructive Feedback’. Appreciative Feedbacks on –the –spot were given to
the observees where safe behaviour is observed and Constructive (corrective) Feedbacks were provided to the
observees where At-Risk behaviours were noticed

3. OBSERVATION & DATA ANALYSIS
Although all the aspects of behaviour with respect to 10 safety rules could not be observed, as the related
activities were not happening during the filed visit to the plant.  However, certain observations were made on
some activities, wherein behavioural intervention is solicited.The % of average safe behaviour observed in
successive observations with respect to different safety rules is shown in Fig.3 and the analysis of Number of
Appreciative and Constructive feedbacks were given in Fig.4& Fig.5.

Fig.3. Improvement in % Safe Behaviour observed at the Process Plant

3.1 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
Fig. 3 clearly shows that there is a marked improvement in the observed safe behaviour among workforce in
terms of almost all the 10-Safety Rules ranging from 2% to 50% over the period from Sept’17 to Dec’17.
Remarkable change in behaviour was observed in case of usage of PPEs, driving safety (use of safety belt),
critical safety bypass, working at height and use of mobile phones. However, more efforts need to be put
towards achieving 100% in use of required PPEs and no-use of mobile phones in operation area.

It can also be seen in Fig.4 that marked increase in the number of appreciative feedback was recorded showing
readiness of workforce to shift towards safe behaviour in the successive observation period.
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Fig.4. Analysis of ‘Appreciative Feedback’
Also during the observation period appreciable drop in the number of constructive feedbacks was noticed
(Fig.5).

Fig.5. Analysis of ‘Constructive Feedback’

4. STRATEGIES FOR MANAGEMENT ACTION
Intervention in terms of PPE usage (Shoes, Helmets, ear plug/muff) in operating areas particularly chemical
handling, chemical sampling, high noise area, needs to be continued and monitored periodically through
subsequent observation process. Critical Safety Bypass Authorization as against the Corporate Policy should
get priority attention and any at-Risk behaviour needs to be addressed through counselling and motivation
highlighting its immense importance in process plant safety. SOPs are must for any chemical handling
operations, particularly the Mercaptan (a hazardous chemical) Dosing area. To encourage participation in the
SOP preparation process, the field personnel in the area need to be involved. This will ensure acceptance and
effective compliance to the procedures. Spark arresters fitted in light vehicles that are operating inside the
plant (deemed as accepted culture) cannot be fully relied upon, as these are not PESO approved. Also, there
should be a system of periodic checking of such spark arresters to ascertain their sound condition.Wearing of
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Seat-belts by drivers entering the plant premises needs to be encouraged as a part of the behavioral program.
Safe behaviours may be rewarded.

5.  CONCLUSION
Human behaviour is a vital issue and behavioural changes are a slow process that gets enhanced by the
management commitment and consistent approach towards safety in order to bring about much needed safety
culture in the organization. Although the improvement is the beginning of the BBS implementation process
that requires to be sustainably emulated across the organization, the success of this endeavor will largely
depend on the motivation of the workforce. It is quite important to remember that behavioural issues needs to
be included in every safety assessment as a continuous and on-going process.
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